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About This Content

Package Contents

 1 x Martyr Golem (New DLC Exclusive Alt Art)

 4680LP

 30x Collection Penta Packs (150 total cards)

 3 of each Faction Penta Pack (120 total cards)

Vanities

 8 DLC Exclusive Avatars from Reborn relaunch cards (Transcendent Monk, Ambiguity, Knight Errant, Commodore
K-172, Feeding Time, Travelling Angel, Blood Masquerade, Wisdom of the Earth)

 8 Battlefields, including 2 Reborn relaunch exclusives (Palace of the Dynasties, Corrupted Lab, Hydra Den, Alter of
Madness, Eden Manufacturing, Western Front, Dragon's Peak [DLC Exclusive], Mystic Forest [DLC Exclusive])

 3 Card Backs (Jade Wall, Robotic Undead, Exiled Decadence, )
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Bonus Items

 30 x Rift Run Tokens

 20 x 24 Hour 50% IP/XP Booster
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Never have I played a game since Deadly Towers in the late 1980's that I could describe as 'the antithesis of fun'. Where do I
even begin with this title?

Old school or not, CPHD plays like garbage. You attack color coded enemies with color coded shuriken. Failing to do so
launches your weapons right back at you. Okay, not the biggest problem except the enemies bunch up so red and blue enemies
stand in the same spot. Now which do you throw at them? Add to this with purple enemies who MUST be dealt with using weak
melee attacks (don't count on stun animations, they keep hitting you), numerous enemies who basically fire bullet hell style at
you (your character is a large, clumsy, and slow target despite being a ninja), and a lack of strafing... you have a recipe for
disasterously bad controls.

Did I mention the enemies automatically move up a plane slightly to avoid your shots while they charge, but can still hit you
from angles you can't attack them? Because they all do this. It gets better. Enemies don't die in 1-3 hits. Even when you fully
power up using the pointless damage power ups in the shop, they still take about 7-9 hits. You're forced to keep back tracking
and quickly turning to get any shots off on the enemy and they chase you at near equal speed the entire time. Oh, and moving
back from where you came can spawn more enemies. Except sometimes it doesn't. It doesn't make a lot of sense. Further, if you
get caught in a screen by about 7+ enemies, 'arena mode' is declared, which leaves you unable to leave the immediate screen
you're on while even a single one of them is alive. It doesn't help how utterly small playing field is (you can easily get attacked
by enemies of unknown color from off screen) or that the arena mode borders make it even tighter.

If there's a story, I barely understand it. Something about retrieving a chest because some old guy dressed as Batman in his
BVDs demands it. You play as one of the two gimp ninjas (Literally. The game has a constant sexual innuendo theme.) which
consists of a guy in a vinyl horse outfit named Pony who says nothing but 'oompf!' during the cut scenes or the resident eye
candy, Biki, who is a hood wearing thong bikini clad bimbo. The animations for these two are nice and the old school pixelation
is kind of enjoyable, but neither them nor their world is really that interesting. Scenery is filled with the aforementioned sexual
innuendo in everything, from carpets to blow up dolls to ♥♥♥♥♥♥ inspired dungeons. There's innuendo and then there's just
bashing someone in the head with it. I get the impression these are supposed to be funny, but it just falls flat usually. Still, it was
a little amusing as an easter egg to find the original character from Metal Slug as an orgy statue.

Gameplay is not even remotely fun or all that skillful. Enemy appearances are frequent and random in allocation. Power ups last
mere seconds. There is a complete lack of any way to navigate the twisty dungeons- you get an arrow pointing to the goal, but no
explanation how to get there... meanwhile, you're on a timelimit and constantly being assaulted by obnoxiously hard to fight
enemies. Bosses... are reasonably designed. They're mostly bullet hell encounters, but you typically fight them without the
enemy adds, at least.

This game feels hastily put together. Horrid controls, miserable gameplay, and a great sense of 'stuff is happening just because'.
If they bothered revamping this a bit and putting actual work into it, such as strafing or achievements, it might be a little better.
But I wouldn't recommend this to anyone. I only have it thanks to a Humble Bundle. In no way, shape, or form should you pick
this title up. It's not so bad it's good, it's just awful. Avoid it no matter what.

Also, for a game rated 'Mostly Negative' by the fan reception, all negative reviews are bombarded with downvotes regardless of
content. Apparently it's easier for the developers to downvote all naysayers than spend even five seconds addressing the nine
thousand problems of this title. This isn't old school, this is trash.. Shoot, Die, Repeat, Shoot, Die, Repeat, Shoot, Die, Repeat.

A casual and free game. Also enjoyable, try to donate to give the developers some love!. Surprise it's a boy. Roll 5 or more to
revive!- Rolls 4
Roll 4 or more to revive!- Rolls 3
Roll 3 or more to revive!- Rolls 1
Roll 2 or more to revive!- Rolls 6

11\/10. this game not working
. Don't download this game. It doesn't even launch! Maybe that's why its on sale. I tried searching for a solution online, and even
asked help from steam, but even they don't offer to help you with their technical problems. I didn't even get a refund for this.
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DONT DOWNLOAD.. I had a hard time getting into it, since I'm missing hit-feedback, so it's hard to tell if your shots hit the
boss or not. Some boss patterns can get really visually cluttered, especially with certain character abilities even further cluttering
the screen.

But once I got used to the way it feels, the bosses and patterns themselves are pretty varied and cool. Also with the special attack
mechanics keeping a bit of tension and strategy throughout the bossfight.

If you like challenging games, this game will not disappoint.. Don't even bother with the PvP, it's the most broken and absolutely
Infuriating thing I've ever tried due to one single problem.

People can just NOT LEAVE the game after they've lost, half the players going around are just "playerxxxxx", playing the
default hero who has an ability to attack and "possibly" steal near-undefended buildings, because of that they "have a chance" of
"putting up more of a fight" and can just wait you out. . .

and, at least for me? over half the games I've played are just completely pointless because they can just disconnect when they
die, and nobody gains/loses and points aparantly, even though you killed everything. . .
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When writing a review for your Lupinball remember to first plug in your keyboard so that you can type things.. VERY GOOD.
ADDICTIVE. COMPLEX. FUN.. this is epic. It's like Super Meat Boy meets the Atari 2600. Controls are a bit sluggish, but it
offers a good challenge all along the 36 levels. Very pleasant electro / alternative music tracks. Achievements, trading cards,
cheap, what more should we ask? 5 thumbs up.. As a long time MarioKart fan I'm always on the lookout for similar karting fun
on non-Nintendo platforms, and Bears is definitely fun, even at this early stage in its development.

While taking care not to tread on Nintendo's famously letigious toes, Bears provides more than enough charm, innovation and
polish to push all the right kart game buttons. While the tracks could do with a bit more signalling (turn here!>>>>>) they are all
characterful, challenging and visually appealing. The game looks beautiful.

The sensation of speed is keenly felt and the peril, provided by cheeky AI bear bots (friends if your lucky enough to have some)
is enough to keep you on your toes.

I can't wait to see how the game progresses. I'll be drifting around those corners just like bears can't until the next update.... not
that bad :/
. Zone-Tan Squigly <3. Awesome game. It's like Ceasar III from my early days, but much better. So far I played 5+ hours and
I'm very pleased with gameplay and in-game economy. Although Windows 10 is not listed as supported platform, works well on
Windows 10 Toshiba laptop.
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